
HAF’N-22:  A
for the IBM PC

John Vanden ISerg, VE3DW

This paper describes a universal controller card for the LB&I-PC  bus. This system
consists of one (or more) dual channel HAPN-2 adapter cards for packet radio. The basic
card also has circuitry for experimenting with other modes such as RTTY, AMTOR,
WEFAX,  CW and SSTV.

Introduction

In 1985 we announced the first plug-in PACKET RADIO TNC for the IBM-PC (see Ham
Radio Magazine, 14ugust  1986). The hardware and software were designed by t.he “Hamiit~~~
and Area Packet Network” (short HAPN) club, a group of experimenters. This card WI+
called the HAPN-1 and was based on the now obsolete Intel 8273 SDLC chip. The card h;ir:
one channel with a 1200 baud modem and used interrupts for operation. The card was all
used with the HAPN 4800 baud medium speed modem (Ham Radio Magazine, Aulys:

the
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HAPN-2

85’ x 4.24” (21.8 x 10.8 cm) as the HAPN-1 and has
a small prototype area. It contains the ZILOG 28530 SCC serial communications controller-
and Z8536  CT0 (counter timer and parallel I/O unit). The board supports 2 I/O channel<
for low and medium speed interrupt driven software. In addition Channel A can also I-X-
used under DMA control for real high speed modems such as the 26 Kb GRAPES models::
Channel B contains a AM7910 modern chip for conventionai 1200 ;ind 300 Bps (Bell-~2!)2
and Bell- 103) operation. Additional modems such as the 4800  and 9600 Bps can FW
accommodated by plugging in to one of the two modem disconnect headers piggy-back. ‘T
A Channel can also be connected to an external modem via a DB25 using TTL, RS2312 I:!
RS422 interfacing.
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The ISA PC-bus interface

For the PC interface refer to fig. 1., the main dia,gram. IJ2 is the dual  ~i-~a-m~l  IZf$ss() c\~&&J
at 4.9152 Mhz from an oscillator module. The maximum speed of operation depends on this
c!ock as well  as the operating mode. For synchronous NRZI encoded data such as is
currently being used for packet radio, this works out to a theoretical data rate of’ aboldt,  lr(r]
Kbit/sec.  These speeds require fast DMA operation from the host compiJter*.  Higher  spe&%
are possible by increasing the oscillator clock frequency and using external transI-f71it/r~cei.\T(:
c!ocking.  These high speeds rely on a short interrupt latencz ualless  the (I?‘v~~S  verGori  ;?f’
the Z8530 is used. This chip contains more internal buffering for data and in~rr~~pts.  A
more practical expected speed for Radio packet is around 106) bit/set:  on an ctrdinan,  4,”d
hlhz PC.
Chip c!3 (74LS245)  is a data buffer between the ISA bus and the adaF!ter’s  internal dat;~
bgsl and reduces the loading on the PC-bus to on!v one LS ioad. The load of anv one sign&
line  on the PC-bus is only once te. This loading ii important when  the user has&all his s101.“;
irz the PC f’ikd up with cards. P resistors R!V 1 provide the pull-tipt;  fc:lr the  internal dat:+
bus. The adapter’s address block is decoded with U4, The addresses of 307yl,  34x, 36x, 38X:,
3AX and 361:X  are selections with JPZ. The output goes to U 10 a PAL or GAL that does
the remainder of the afddress  decoding as well as controlling the DM (l sig;nal.  U4B gates the
interrupt  request line to the bus. The card needs its own lRQ line and JP2 is plu&&ed  Fan

Note that USB can float .the IRQ line if ‘W/4 i.i; moved  d.~ enable the IR
1 Enc. This can be handy if the IRQ is shared with a COM sort (irq  3 w 4), The IRQ 3iaeL
would be floatisl
(activate HGQE
compatible ~ifh
same floating fe
request and JP4
for the DMA to

1-e initializes 1:he adapter
line). The diagram shows this feature dfsa led so the hardware would be
existing DRSI PC-Packet drivers Gich do not  support this feature. Thk

:ature is used with the DMA lines  DRQ1-3. .Tumper*JP3  selects the DMA
the DMA acknowledge lines. Both jumpers have to be in the same position
work. The DMA can also be quickly enahled/disahled by the DMA enable

flip-flop U9A. This is done for short intervals during programming of the SCC. The dual H’>
flip-flops U8A and U8B  delay the leading edge of the 10 write signal required for the
NMOS version of the 28530. Both the 28530 and the 28536 CIO can generate interrupl:>.
to the system.

The Z8536CIO

This chip contains 3 timers and a number of input/output lines. The l/O lines are used for
enabling the DMA and IRQ signals enabling the adapter. PAO-3 are output lines and are
used for the AM7910  modem. PA4 also going to the modem diagram (FMENB) select:;
between the AM7910 and the sine wave synthesizer to provide the transmit signal. The
timers can be used in many different ways. When using the HAPNDRSI driver CT’i  and
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CT2 are used as divide by 32 for the transmit clock for the 28530 SCC. The CT3 timer is
used to provide TX-delay and TAIL-delay for the packets. When running the DRSI NOS
driver CT3 is used to generate 10 Msec interrupts for polling the SCC. Using the high speed
HAPN-2 NOS driver CT1 is used for TX-delay and TAIL-delay for SCC DMA channel A

with 1 msec  resolution. CT2 is used in 10 Msec resolution for the slower channel. In other
than packet modes such as WEFAX,  RITY,  CW, etc. CT2 is used for gene.rating  the
transmit signal and also for decoding of the receive signal.

In short, the timers are handy to have around.

The 28530 SCC

~nere are L versions of this chip, the basic NMOS version and the CMOS version. In this
application we used the 6Mhz  NMOS versions of the SCC and CIO chip. The CMOS
version is really a better chip running faster, having more internal buffering and using less
power, but is a bit more costly and not really required since the PCLK is only 4.9152 Mhz.
The Cycle Recovering time, referring to the time period between any Read or Write cycles
of the SCC is 6 PCLK cycles or about 1.2 microseconds. An input instruction on a basic
8086 takes 10 clock cycles, which on a 4.7Mhz  XT (slowest PC I know of) works out to 2.1
microseconds. Considering other instructions usually used in a sequence, the SCC is certainly
fast enough; however in fast 386 and 486 machines this Cycle Recovering time is important.
Programmers have to put either a fixed or a variable delay in between successive I/O
instructions. The variable delay would be determined by the programmer when actually
measuring the speed of the computer.

The two channels on the SCC are independent of each other, and both have the same
capacity when running in interrupt driven mode. The W/REQ line on channel A is brought
out to allow this channel to work in DMA mode also. The HS modem is assumed to work
half duplex in this mode. If more then one HS channel is required a second card can be
added to the system. The A channel has no built-in modem, but supports an external
modem either on the modem disconnect header WS or via the DB25 connector on the back
of the card. Selection of modem clocking between internal or external is (done wit.h  jumpers
on W6.

Channel B is the conventional slow speed packet channel for 1200 anId 300 baud. However
a medium speed modem could be substituted by installing the disconnect header W7.
Control of clocking is done with W8.
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External modem interface for channel A

We have two options. The first is to use the modem disconnect header WS with a. standard
plug-in modem such as the 4800 and 9600 boards. The disconnect header includes the
additional connections for power and audio in and out lines if one decides to use them (WS
pins 21 to 26). The second option is to use the DB25 connector for a modem outside the
computer.

Refer to figure 2 for hook-ups via the DB25 connector on the card.
Schmidt trigger U7E with C28 and R12 produces a watchdog with a time delay of about 10
seconds. It can be bypassed with a jumper on W2 if required. Q2 is the driver for an open
collector PTT line.

Selection between TTL, RS232 and RS422 is done by plugging in the appropriate chips. For
RS232 levels only U15 (MC145406) is plugged in and U13 and Ul4 are removed.
The RS422 mode recommended for high speed is a TTL =like differential driver capable
of driving long lines at high speed. Each signal requires 2 wires. A regular RS232 modem
cable with all 25 wires can be used for hook-up. In this mode the: RS232 chip U15 is
removed.
For a TTL interface one could remove the interface chips altogether and plug in dip
headers, bypassing the drivers. This is not recommended since the 28530 would not be
protected from the interface and the drive capacity is very limited. A better way is to use
only one half of the RS422 signals since the levels are TTL compatible. By using either the
+ or - inputs and outputs one can invert the signal between negative or positive logic true
levels. R13/R14 provide a bias for TTL reference. In 7112  mode the floating inputs of U 14
have to be connected (easily done in the DB25 connector) to this reference level at pin 3.9.

Built-in packet modem on channel B

Refer to fig. 3 for the built-in modems. U 11 is the AM7910 modem chip providing 1200
baud (BELL-202) and 300 baud (BELL-103). A third mode for 600 baud (CCIIT  V.23)
could also be selected using the MCO, MCl, MC3 and MC4 control lines via the CIO. The
clock for the modem chip is derived from the main oscillator mo]dule  by dividing this
frequency by two with U9b (main diagram). U12D  provides soft input limiting with D2 and
D3 for protection of the AM7910. The gain of the op-amp is set at about two with R8 and
R4. Prefiltering of the input is done with C19, R3, C20 and C21. It is interesting to note that
the AM7910 also has an equalizer circuit for 1200 baud that can be se:lected  via the control
signals.
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Here is the .AM7910 selection table:

M C 4  M C 3  NIC2  M C 1  MC0
0 0 0 1 0 Bell 202 1200 Bps half duplex

tones 2200 1200 Hz
0 0 0 1 1 Bell 202 1200 Bps + equalizer half

duplex tones 2200 12OOHz
0 1 0 0 0 CCITV V.23 Mode 600 Bps half duplex

tones 1700 13OOHz
1 0 0 0 0 Bell 103 300 Bps Orig loopback

tones 1070 1270Hz
3. 0 0 0 1 Bell 103 300 Bps Ans loopback

tones 2025 2225Hz

Note : For a complete list of modes refer to the AM7910 Technical manual avail’able from
Advanced Micro Devices.

Chip U7B (74LS14) is a hex Schmidt trigger used as a watchdog. The time constant
R17/C16 make it kick in after about 30 seconds. By putting a jumper on ‘WI the watchdog
can be bypassed. Ql drives the PTT. The modems output is adjustable with Vl between 0
and .6Vpp.

Modem for other then. packet modes

Op-amp U12C  will hard limit the receive signal and Q3 with D5 converts it to a ‘ITL level
by switching at the zero crossing. The Schmidt  trigger U7C shapes it to $a fast rising pulse.
The output goes to the trigger input of CT2 of the 28536. This circuit can be used for
frequency measurement and demodulating C\v3  RITY, AMTOR, SSTV, ‘WEFAX etc. The
sending part for these modes consists of the quad D flip-flop U 16 hooked up in a ring,
driving three resistors ‘of the digital to analog converter (R 18, R19, R20 and op-amp U 12A)
to generate a simple stair sine wave. The signal is filtered by Ur12B  to pr!::iduce a clean sine
wave. The frequency of the sine wave is directly proportional to the clock  frequency at pin
9 of U16. This signal (FMCLK) comes from the output of the IX536  timer CT;!. All that
is required to produce an audio sine wave is to have the timer produce a square wave of 8
times the required audio frequency. The selection between packet and other modes is done
by software, controlling the reset of the ring counter with FMENB and enabling the RTS
for the AM7910 modem.
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Conclusion

The design was made for the interest of the packeteer  who looks forward for higher packet
speeds and at the same time wants to enjoy the conventional 1200 Bps mode. Also it will
let him experiment with other radio modes (CW, RTTY, WEFAX and SSTV) as well. These
modes were added with little additional cost since most of the hardware was already present.
TCP/IP  networking at high and low speed are practical using NOS. The higher level
software we had developed for the earlier HAPN-1 adapter can be used on the HAPN-2 as
well due to the modular design and substitution of a different device driver. The board is
available from HAPN in either assembled and tested form or in KIT form. For details
contact H.A.P.N.

Note: The address of HAPN has changed!!

The new address is:

H.A.P.N.
5193 White Church Rd.
Mount Hope, Ontario
LOR lW0 CANADA
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